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The purpose of this study is to evaluate a program
for improving organization in oral recall in grade 3,
The children in the primary grades are introduced to many
kinds of new reading experiences. Organization for recall
on these very experiences becomes a problem. The children
should be able to reproduce orally, in an organized manner
what is read for their use now* Therefore, this study is an
attempt to improve organization of ideas in oral recall in
grade 3*
VIOITOUQOHTHI
ir-js-i.^oiq jB ©dfilfiflv? oi si \bisie 8ld:i lo oBoqii/q exlT
©Z>jcx« nt IX/5 »st: I^xo k1 Aol^ja^’la^i^xo gclvox^iax xo*t
Y«Bin ol br.oi/ooxJax sxo eoLa'is YXjesLtxq nl n^s'^blliio ©ilT
IIso©x tcJ 15o11bx1b/;5xO .c»fa©lx©<ix® gnlbB^x wen lo «lnl 2i
aexMirfo ©ifT .ffieldoxq r estioocd eecuslxsqx© ^xov no
xennwri lestnFsxo cb nl <'£CIbxo ©oi/feoxq©x oct ftlde Muorie
iiB ei ^bud'8 elxl^ .fixo^ex^jlT .v/on een xisili}- xcl bx»x si ^Eiiw
nl XI«o»i Xi:xo nl 3©«f)l lo coi^Bslceaxo Bvoiqmi oit d-qm©;f:tF
.:i obEX3
CHAPTER I
Research today is concerned in the many phases of
effective communication of thought. The fundamental prin-
ciple may be applied to first grade or college.
Painter^ states that "Effective communication is a skill
I
which is functional in the highest degree and techniques used
j
in accomplishing the goals are significant to the pupils only
as they appreciate their value as a means to a desirable goal?
TRAINING THE YOUNG CHILD
The urgent need for experimental investigation of
learning in the case of young school children is indicated
by Gates^ in his investigations "It is possible that the
theories of transfer, especially those which emphasize the
importance of human capacities to understand and generalize
have tended to give an exaggerated picture of the spread of
training in very young children".
Haught*s findings show that "Proficiency in one mental
function does not indicate or assure equal efficiency in
another mental function. Practice and training are necessary
for efficient expression of mental functions".
I 1. Painter, M. "Oral Aphasia in English Classes”. English
Journal , Vol. 36. Pages 348-352-3. 1947.
2. Gates, A. I. "Experimental Investigations of Learning in
the Case of Young Children." Journal of Educational
Research
,
Vol. 12, pp. 41-48. 1925.
i 3. Haught, B. P. "The Interrelation of Some Higher Learning
I
Processes." Psychol. Rev. Monog . 30, No. 139. 1921
.
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In his discussion of report, Lipmann^ states
"that a training in giving report is possible
(for children) hut possible only when one can direct
the child’s attention to those details of an ex-
perience that seems to adults like essential ones*
From questions that are asked, the child gradually
learns what details he must notice."
Avey^ in her studies found that "free speech at the
grade three level had deteriorated into a jabber"*
Gray^ found "children of a given age vary widely in
achievement, (2) there is a great overlapping in achievement,
(3) a given pupil is more advanced in some phases of reading
than in others, (4) pupils progress in reading at different
rates"
*
Betts^ in his investigations found a factor of impor-
tance to this study* He states "that children up to the
fourth or fifth grade are not very sensitive to the micro-
phone. At least they apparently are not disturbed as are
adults by its presence".
1 . Lipmann, 0* ^Pedagogical Psychology of Report." Journal
of Educational Psychology , pp. 253-261-2, 1911*
2* Arey, M. L. "Diagnostic Profile of Speech of Children in
Grades 1, 2, 3." Quarterly Journal of Speech . Vol. 24,
No* 2. April 1938*
3* Gray, W. S. "Summary of Investigations Relating to
Reading." Supplementary Ed* Monographs
.
No. 28, 1925*
4* Betts, E. A. "A New Technique for Study of Oral Language
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Myers^ in his studies on recall in relation to retention,
with 332 boys and girls of normal school, academy and seventh
and eighth grade, fo\ind decided gain in the final recall as a
result of intervening recall. He suggests that the curricu-
lum be such that it will constantly make the student recall*
"Every possible incentive far the pupil to recall in his study
and recitation should be afforded by the teacher”.
In his experiment with three thousand two hundred pupils
p
from grade four to eight, Alderman found by careful, sys-
tematic drill work it is possible to improve the pov/er of
comprehension of a two semester period in one semester. But,
he concludes "The ability to comprehend vdiat is read is of
little value unless one has ability to retain and reproduce
the important thou^ts".
Raffel in her study with forty eight subjects found
"after learning, metre is remembered with recall than when
there has been no recall. Recall probably acts upon the
learning material as a whole and not only upon the units that
are reproduced".
1 . Myers, G. F. '^Recall in Relation to Retention.” Journal
of Educational Psychology
.
Vol. Ill, pp. 119-130, 1&14
•
2. Alderman, G. H. "Improving Comprehension Ability in
Silent Reading.” Journal of Educational Research
.
Vol. 13,
pp. 11-13. January 1926.
3. Raffel, G. "The Effect of Recall on Recognition.” Journal
Exp. Psychology , Vol. XVII, pp. 028-837, 1934.
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Torrant^ found unaided recall to be very inferior to
memories recalled in multiple choice test* The total number
of ideas in multiple choice was 606 while those expressed
orally was 260.
Spitzer*s^ subjects for experimentation were thirty-six
j
hundred and five sixth grade pupils. In every case the
findings shov/ recall beneficial to retention.
Burke^ in her experiment on grade six level found that
specific practice in oral recall by means of graded lessons
produced gains in oral recall.
Murphy^ in her article states that ”90^ of English will
be spoken not written”. She believes children don’t speak
but jabber due to "overdose of silent reading”. She thinks
;
speaking a big task, which needs children to speak daily.
I
Recall of materials would be merely an application of
the laws of apperception in the process of learning.
1. Torrent, r7 E. "Fluency in Oral Expression.” Unpublished
Master*s Thesis. Boston University, 1934.
2. Spitzer, H. P. "Studies in Retention.” Jptjrnal of
Educational Psychology « Vol. XXX, No. 9. pp. 647-656,1939.
3. Burke, M. "An Evaluation of Workbook Exercises for
Developing Oral Recall in Grade VI.” Unpublished Master's
Thesis. Boston University, 1946.
4. Murphy, E. C. "Make Them Speak.” Enpi:lish Joiirnal,
Vol. 36. pp. 316-319, 1947.
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6Green^ in his studies states "Oral language makes social
intercourse possible". He also states that "Today the ex-
pressional arts are identified as instructional areas of
great social significance". He stresses the need for pur-
poseful use of language*
2
Durrell suggests ability to tell a story after reading
should be constantly encouraged, the child thus becoming pro-
ficient In translating silent reading into conversation*
Klinberge^ states that the nature of language has an
Important influence on the nature of thought*
RELATIONSHIP OF READING ACHIEVEMENT AND RECALL
Elliot’s^ study, with one hundred and twenty-two fifth
grade pupils from three different classrocms, found a signi-
ficant correlation of *59 between reading achievement and re-
call* She states "It is evident that a child can recall more
ideas if the material he reads is on his own reading achieve-
ment level". It is generally agreed that to comprehend and
recall items or ideas from the printed page, one must first
possess the ability to read the material*
1* Green, h!* A. "Engli^, Language, Grammar and Composition."
Encyclopedia of Educational Research
, pp. 466-468, 1941*
2* Durrell, D. D.
"
Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities .
Chapter VII, pp. 151. World Book Company, 1940*
3* Klinberge, 0* Social Psychology * Chapter III, pp. 42.
Henry Holt Company*
4. Elliot, V. "Comparisons of the Factors Related to Oral
,,
and Written Recall.” Unpublished Master’s Thesis.
,Boston University,^1 9^45. ^ ^
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Howe^ in her study found high correlation of *78- *22
between reading achievement and memory*
This relationship is also found in the experiments of
Courtney^ and Accmb,'^ who both agree that reading achievement
in a factor in the number of ideas recalled.
THE NARRATIVE TYPE READING
Concerning the use of the long narrative stories in the
primary grades, research is favorable.
Woodworth^ in his study reports ’’Using the paired asso-
ciates method found that with equal learning there is better
retention with longer lists of wordss five words, four per-
cent; ten words, sixteen percent; twenty words; thirty-six
percent”
.
Gray,^ in his investigations found
’’Any effort to establish a standard rate of reading
for all pupils fails to take into accotint two significant
factors, namely--that the rate of reading varies v/idely
among individuals and that the rate varies for the same
reader according to the kind and difficulty of the ma-
terial, the purpose of the reading and the conditions
under which the reading is done.”
1. Howe, E. ’'Measurement of Recall With and Without Text.”
Unpublished Master’s Thesis, Boston University, 1941.
I
2. Courtney, P. D. ”Recall by Reproduction vs Recognition”.
Unpublished Master’s Thesis, 1941.
3. Acomb, A. A, ’’Study of the Psychological Factors in
Reading and Spelling”. Unpublished Master’s Thesis,
Boston University, 1936*




S. ’’The Influence on Retention of Condi-
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Dolch remarked, ”The vocabulary of the material read
should be suited or adapted to that of the reader.”
Hulten^ reported in an experiment of speed of reading
with ei^ty-four pupils made in the sixth and seventh grades.
”One cannot mix reading materials of different tjrpes in the
same tests and get any worthwhile results. Different types
of reading should be recognized in the teaching procedure”.
•T
Yoakam states in his study, ”When using material of
narrative nature the results were considered relatively
efficient with recall measuring '7Q% of the total.
SKIMMING
4
Abell in her study with 41 students, found people differ
widely in the rapidity of reading. She states that ”it be-
comes of importance to discover if possible the conditions
and methods of swift reading”. Her conclusions are that
though every individual has probably his maximum rate of
reading determined by his natural quickness of apprehension
and association, it is yet possible and desirable to some
extent to Increase the ordinary rate.
1. Dolch, E. W. The Psycfiology and Teaching of Reading .
Ginn and Company, l93l.
2. Hulten, G. F. ”A Study of Upper Grade Reading.” Journal
of Educational Research , Vol. X, pp. 141-148. Sept., 1924.
3. Yoakam, G. A. ”The Effect of a Single Reading”. Social
Education
, p. 403. September 1937.
4. Abell, A. "Rapid Reading Advantages and Methods”.
Educational Review
.
Vol. VIII, pp. 283-286, 1894.
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Whipple *s^ investigations showed that the practice in
skimming might probably be given in the public school. The
coefficient of correlation between normal silent reading and
j
skiimning speeds is 0.71. !
2
In the analysis of the data, Keir shows in her study
the relative order of difficulty of four types of skimming:
1. Matching topics to paragraphs
2. Locating proper names and dates
3. Locating answers to questions which use the same
vocabulary as that found in the selection
4. Locating answers to questions which use different
vocabulary from that found in the selection
3
Durrell suggests exercises for giving the child greater
flexibility in reading.
ORGANIZATION
^Everyday observation in the classroom discloses
that the pupils are handicapped in studying because of
not being able to understand the continuity of what they
read. Their minds grasp isolated interesting facts but I
without aid they are not able to identify important factsT
1. 1llhipple7 gV M., Curtis. J. ’^Preliminary Investigations
|
of Skimming in Reading”. Journal of Educational Psychology
Vol. VIII, pp. 333-349, 19T51
2. Keir, C. G. ’’Relative Order of Difficulty of Pour Types
|
of Skimming in the Intermediate Grades”. Unpublished
,
Master’s Thesis, Boston University, 1938.
|
3. IXirrell, D. ” Basic Abilities in the Intermediate Grade
Reading”. Education
, September, 1938. pp. 45-50. i'
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Salisbury^ also states in this interesting study
"Since recognizing the scheme of relationships
among ideas, the logical organization, which an author
sets forth in textbooks, reference books and lectures
constitutes the great bulk of studying, as it is not
practiced in the average American school, training de-
signed to improve a pupil *s ability to master such
logical organization should be of educational importance."
In this study these ideas are presented. Successful reading
of typical textbook material requires the ability to recog-
nize the author *s organization of ideas. Training in organi-
zation, then, should Improve a fundamental skill which might
[
be expected to transfer to other school activities,
i P
Alderman in his study used three types of exercise.
They were vocabulary, organization and retention. Three
thousand two hundred one pupils from grades four through
eight were tested. The study was conducted over a two year
period. In measuring the relative value of each type of
exercise for groups in the experiment he states "While all
types of exercises are beneficial, organization is of most
value to the average child".
Goodykontz,^ states
In many reading situations we are continually
needing to sort out as we read, the ideas or items of
outstanding importance for our particular purpose, and
then formulating a useful product of what is selected,
whether it be an answer to a question, a report, a
1. Salisbury. R. "A Study at the Transfer Effects of Training
in Logical Organization”, Journal of Educational Research
.
Vol. 28. pp. 241-254. December 1934.
2. Alderman, op. cit.
3. Goodykontz, B. "Teaching Pupils to Organize What They
Read . Elementary English Review
.
Vol. VII, No. 4.
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narrative or sane other requirement. This selective
sorting (analysis) and formulating (synthesizing) we *i
,
commonly call organizing. Pupils in school need to ii
organize inhat they read.
I
She suggests the follov/ing:
!
1. Finding the principal ideas
i'
2. Recognizing the relation of ideas to each other *
|i
3. Synthesizing the important ideas for use
j
Potter^ found not enough emphasis put on correct struc- ij
i;
ture and organization which gives forcefulness and clearness
|
i!
to oral English. i
2 M *Yoakam states Ability to remember what one reads is 1
rightly regarded as highly desirable. Improvement in re-
membrance comes from training and practice.” His study shows
that ”It follows naturally that a systematic attack upon the ^
material to be read is most favorable to retention. A sys- I
tematic attack involves comprehension of material and organi-




Laird *s experimental study with 40 students found that
|
1
in addition to importance of organization in immediate recall i
l'
the value of organization to retention increases with the
||
interval in delayed recall. i
T. Potter, R. "Comparison cf Oral and Written Recall in
Middle Grades”, Unpublished Master *s Thesis, Boston Uni-
versity, 1934.
2. Yoakam, G. A. ”How to Remember What One Reads”. The
Elementary English Review
.
Vol. VII, pp. 83-86, 1930.




Peterson, L. J. ”An Experimen-
tal Study of the Influence of Organization of Materials
for Memorization Upon Retention”. Journal of Experimental
Psychology. Vol. VI. pp. 69-81. 1923.
~
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Green^ tested pupil *s ability to organize the elements
within a sentence as one measure of his ability to express
himself effectively and he reports 'brganization scores and
mental ages as measured by the Stanford Revision of Binet
Sim.on Tests show correlations of *50 and .405 for groups of
seventy-one and eighty-three pupils respectively".
2Haig stressed need for organization in these statements
The possibility of teaching people to think remains
doubtful but the possibility of teaching people to or-
ganize their ideas is as obvious as the need for that
teaching. Teachers fail to get results in oral work,
first—because they don*t know how to teach children
to plan to think through a particular subject, to limit
it, to select pertinent detail by which to develop it,
and to arrange these details in effective order;
second--because they do not measure this particular
phase of work apart from mechanics.
•z
Lyman, in a report on two hundred sixty-four investi-
gations in oral compositions, states that many school neglect
oral expression because of a lack of exact knowledge con-
cerning techniques and objectives. He finds that next to
importance to content is the ability to arrange ideas sys-
tematically, to organize thinking for effective presentation.
He states the "facts as to the development of this ability
and to the most suitable methods of developing it are as yet
undiscovered". He stressed need for methods in this area.
1 . Green, H. A. "Test for Measurement of Certain Phases of
Linguistic Organization in Sentences". Journal of Educa-
tional Psychology
,
Vol. XI, pp. 517-525. December
2. Haig, A. F. "Testing for Power to Organize Thought".
English Journal , Vol. XVI, pp. 807-810. December 1927.
3. L 3rraan, R. L. "Summary of Investigations Relating to
Language and Compositions". Supplementary Ed. Monographs,
No. 56, 1929.
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Yoakam^ states "It is a general rule, however, that in
order to remember vh.at one reads, the material should be used
or applied in some way. Reproducing the ideas verbally is an
excellent aid to memory". Practice in systematic assimila-
tion of ideas and in fixing those ideas in memory by careful
reviewing is essential for permanent retention in work type
reading. Even in the more deli^tful forms of reading which
involves less systematic effort, a good memory is obtained
only at the price of effort.
Betts states "Among other things, successful reading
requires the carrying of a sequency of ideas in mind."
McKee^ states "It should be clear also that the child
may need to organize his important and valid information
according to a given purpose."
McKee^ also states "that the child by his experiences, by
experiences of others, by things seen, heard or read, has
both the urge and the need to express his ideas." Under his
four groups of items to be taught, McKee lists organizing
ideas so that things are told in order in which they happened*
1. y'oakam, op. cit
.
2. Betts, E. A. Foundations of Reading Instruction
, p. 518.
American Book Company, 194^*
3. McKee, P. The Teaching of Reading in the Elementary SchooL
Houghton Mifflin Company, ld4S.
4. McKee, P. "Teaching Language in the Elementary School".
Forty-third Year Book. N.S.S.E .« Part II, 1944.
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He states that "many children leave out important parts of a
story and include nonessential material, so teach those items
essential to deciding what to say or write”. The basic
criterion for determining the time to teach speaking activi-
ties, or a given item is the pupils need for that activity
or item*
The summary of this research indicates the importance
of organization in oral recall. This study is an attempt to
evaluate a planned program for improving this organization
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LESSONS FOR DEVELOPING POWER OF ORGANIZATION IN
ORAL RECALL
The lack of the power to organize ideas from narrative
stories appears to he one cause for difficulty in unaided
oral recall* This study measures the effectiveness of a
series of lessons in training children in organized oral re-
call*
These factors were considered in the experiment:
1* Construction of lessons designed for training
in organized recall*
2* Construction of an oral recall chart*
3* Construction of record sheets for organized
ideas and number of ideas presented*
4* Provision for two-third grades to participate
in the experiment*
5* Securing the cooperation of the radio coordina-
tor of the school system, for the purpose of
conducting two wire recordings*
With Social Promotion in effect in this school district,
the material was constructed with four levels of learning in
mind* The advanced group was called level #4* The average
group was called level #3* The Remedial group was called
level #2* The Slow Learner was called level #1*
Allowing for these levels of learning, sixteen lessons
were constructed for each level* This was a total of sixty-
II
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Table I shows the type of lesson planned for each of the
sixteen lessons. Table II shows the lesson for each level of
learning. Nursery Tales was the source of the colored pic-
tures used by level #1.
Lowe Samuel Company (Lltho* in U.S.A.) Kenosha, Wisconsin.
Nursery Tales, 192 Colored Illustrations, No. 1098.
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1 Locating Proper Names and Dates I Nov. 18
2 Locating Proper Names and Dates I 22
3 Questions phrased like the text II 23
4 Questions phrased like the text II 24
5 Questions phrased like the text II 29
6 No Verbal Clue III 30
7 No Verbal Clue III Dec. 1
8 No Verbal Clue III 2
9 No Verbal Clue III 6
10 Locating Different Answers to a
Single Question IV 7
11 Locating Different Answers to a
Single Question IV 8
12 Locating Different Answers to a
Single Question IV 9
13 Locating Information from Context
and Index V 13
14 Locating Information from Context
and Index V 14
15 Locating Information from Context
and Index V 15
16 Locating Information from Context
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"Fairy Tales" were chosen as the Interest center for all
four levels* The stories were selected from the BASIC GRAY
ARBUTHNOT READERS. Related stories were selected from other
readers of the same vocabulary content.
See Table II for complete list of books.
Next, five types of skimming were used in the following
order: (Skimming at this primary level is defined as reading
qui ckly)
•
TYPE I - Locating proper names and dates.
TYPE II - Answering questions phrased like the
text •
TYPE III - Answering questions with no verbal clue.
TYPE IV - Locating different answers to a single
question.
TYPE V - Locating information from context and
index.
The five types of skimming were used to guide the child’s
attention in reading in the following manner:
The first type of skimming, locating proper names and
dates, was used to direct the pupils to the important charac-
ters or places in the story.
The second type of skimming, questions phrased like the
text, was used to direct the pupil to the action or clue
words in the story.
The third type of skimming, no verbal clue was used to
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The fourth type of skimming, locating different answers
to a single question, was used to direct the pupil to select
an idea from several ideas that answered a question. Several
ideas merged into one main idea answered some questions.
The fifth type, locating information from content and
index, was used to direct the pupil to find related stories
in other books. It was used to impress the importance of
the "Title" of the story.
An "oral recall" chart was constructed for each child
to be used in the experimental group. (See Appendix G).
The chart was a simple device, a card arranged with
six one-inch pockets.
The pupil used the chart for placing his ideas (answers)
in order, after silent reading of narrative stories.
The general method for each lesson was as follows:
The child reaid his story silently. One type
of skimming question guided his reading. The
child was trained to place the title of the
story at the top of the recall chart. Next
he organized the skimming type answers in or-
der, on his oral recall chart. The child then
saw his directed reading, organized on his own
oral recall chart. The concluding step was
for the pupil to sit at the round table with
his own group. He then tried to tell his
story in order, to his group. For the first
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nine lessons the recall chart was In view
for reference as the story was told. For
the next three lessons, outline cards were
in view for reference if needed. For the
last four lessons, the pupil removed the
main idea from his recall chart, before he
joined his group to tell his story,
A game ”SAY IT ANOTHER WAY” was developed to direct the
child’s attention to the words of the daily lesson.
The game was set up in the following manner:
Tag stock 10 inches in width by 24 inches in length
was used. The daily words were printed on the card.
At the bottom of the card was placed a large enve-
lope, In this envelope was a definition for each
word presented on chart. These were the steps used
for each chart:
1, Lock at the word. Can you say it another way?
2, Get suggestions from the group,
3, Tell the meaning, if it is not given,
4, Give one pupil the printed definition,
5, Repeat procedure above until all definition
cards are given out
,
6, Now ask, "Who has a card that means, (point
to word on chart),”
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7* The pupil gives the correct definition card
to the teacher*
8. The teacher asks "Who can write on the board,
the word that means" (hold up definition card).
9* The child looks at the chart and writes the
word on board*
10. This is done until all words from chart are
printed on the board.
11* Now place the correct definition beside the
printed word on the blackboard.
12. The last step is to match the word on the
chart with the correct definition.
When this is done the child slips the definition card
back into the envelope.
For experimental purposes the regular reading program
was adapted to provide a fifteen minute oral recall period
for each level. Table III shows adapted program.
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PRI. Oral Reports Drama Drama Recordings
The children in each level had the regular types of
reading and games with fifteen minutes provided for each
group to work at ^recall"*
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CHAPTER III
PLAN CP EXPERIMENT
CONSTRUCTION OF ORGANIZATION CHARTS
The pupils were to be recorded in organized recall, be-
fore and after the training of the experimental group. Eight
charts were constructed in order to record the organization
in recall. Four charts were constructed for the preliminary
test and four for the final test on oi^ganlzed recall. On
each chart was listed the groups, the level, the number of
pupils, the name of the story and the page. Then the correct
organization of the main ideas of the story was listed. The
numerical numbers 1 to 5 were used to indicate the order in
which the pupils organized the ideas. The pupils of the
experimental and control groups were listed on the charts
according to reading achievement grades,
of the foiu’ levels was constructed.
A chart for each
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The following shows a sample of one chart
ORGANIZATION CHART SET II
Level 4 Recall from THE SIMPLETON - MORE STREETS AND
ROADS p.270
CORRECT ORGANIZATION OP MAIN IDEAS
I The Simpleton Had Gold Coins
II The Simpleton Brou^t the Goose
III The Simpleton Met the Keepers
IV The Simpleton Met the King
V The King Gave the Lad a Reward
ORDER IN WHICH THE CHILDREN RECALLED 1,2, 5, 4, 5.
GROUPS NUliUBER OF PUPILS ORGANIZED ID]BAS
Experimental I II III IV V
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Thou^t uhit record sheets were prepared to record the
nirniher of ideas presented, not considering organization*
(See Appendix B)
.
SELECTION AND STATUS ^ POPULATION FOR EXPERIMENT
The pupils were selected from two third grades in the
same district. The pupils of both grades had a comparable
social and economic status* In each case the status was
above the average. The parents are, for the most part, a
professional group*
The children of both third grades were given the Durrell
and Sullivan Capacity and Achievement Reading Tests-Porm A-
grades three to six, intermediate*
Twenty-three children from each grade were selected and
listed according to READING ACHIEVEMENT GRADES * One class
was to be used as the experimental group while the other
third grade was to be used as the control group*
Table IV shows the number of pupils to be tv/enty-three
in the experimental group and twenty-three in the control
group* It shows the mental age to be 8*9 for the experi-
mental group* It shows the mean mental age of the control
group to be 9*0*
A.
*
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TABLE IV
MEAN CHRONOLOGICAL AND MENTAL AGES
Group Number C. A. Mean M. A. Mean
Experimental 23 7.9 8.9
Control 23 8.0 9.0
The children of both grades were divided into the
following levels. The advanced - or - Level #4 had a capa-
city of grade 3.5 and up, with a reading achievement of
grade 3.5 and up. The average or Level #3 had a reading
capacity of grade 3.0 and up with a reading achievement of
grade 3.0 to 3.4. The remedial group or Level #2 had a high
reading capacity and a low reading achievement. The slow
learner or Level #1 had a lovi reading capacity and a low
reading achievement.
Table V shows the manner in which the Experimental and
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TABLE V
SELECTION OP LEVELS
TAL” GROUP CONTROL GROUP




G.S, A In'ii • • G.E. A.S. G.E. A.S. G.E. A .E .
5.8 11.4 5.8 11.4 4.6 10.0 5.7 11.3
2 4.1 9.5 4.6 10.0 4.1 9.5 4.8 10.4
3 3.9 9.3 3.7 9.0 3.9 9.3 4.3 9.9
4 2.3 1 3.9 9.3 3.8 9.1 4.0 9.4
5 T75 9.3 4.2 "To.o 3 .^ 9.1 4.0 9.4




3.8 9.1 4.0 9.4
7 3.7 9.0 4.6 10.0 3.7 9.0 4.1 9.5
6 3.6 illl”' 3.7 9.0 3.7 9.0 4.1 9.5
$ 3.6 8711 3.7 6.0 3.6 8.11 4.0 9.4




3.7 9.0 3.5 8.9 3.7 9.0
3 1 3.4 8.8 3.4 8.8 3.4 8.8 3.7 9.0
2 3.4 8.2 3.5 8.9 3.3 8.7 3.7 9.0
3.4 §75 3.5 6.9 3.3 8.7 3.4 8.8
4 S .4 57§ 3.7 5 .0 3.2 8.6 3.5 8.9
5 3 .? 6.2 3.6 6.9 3.2 8.6 3.5 “875
2 1 2.6 7.10 3.8 9.1 2.7 7.11 3.1 8.5
2 2.4 4.4 9.9 2.5 7.8 4.5 9.4
S 2.3 I 7.6 3.6 8.3 2.7 7.11 4.5 9.4
4 2.3 7.6 3.0 8.3 2.5 7.8 3.2 8.6
5 2.3 7.6 3.7 9.0 2.5 00. 3.2 8.6
1 1 2.4 7.7 2.3 7.4 2.4 7.7 2.5 7.8
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METHOD OF CONDUCTING THE FIRST CHECK m ORGANIZED RECALL
With the lessons for training in oral recall, the re-
csdl charts and the four levels established, the first check
on organized recall was conducted. A wire recording was
made of the experimental and control groups. Due to absen-
tees at the time of the wire recorder, only the data of
twenty-one children was used*
Table VI shows the stories recalled by each level*
TABLE VI
STORIES USED FOR PRELIMINARY TEST
STORIES SELECTED FOR EACH GROUP LEVEL FROM THE
GRAY AND ARBUTHNUT READERS
1
BASIC
LEVEL BOOK STORY PAGES
4 Streets and Roads 31 Benny* s Trick 77-82
3 More Friends and
Neighbors 22 Why the Bear Has
a Short Tail 204-208
2 Friends and Neighbors City Mouse and
Country Mouse 228-230
1 Our New Friends Little Duck
Talks 164-167
The instructions to the children were simple. "Read
your story silently.” You will be asked to tell the story
XT Gray W . S . and Arbuthnot, M. H. Basic Readers: Curricu
lum Foundation Series . Scott, Foresman and Company.
l§46-47 Edition.
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to your group* Each pupil was marked on the previously pre-
pared organization chart.
The results of the organized oral recall, without train-
ing were recorded on the organization charts. The n\iraber of
ideas recalled, not considering organization were checked
on prepared thought unit record sheets. (See Appendix B)
.
The experiment continued for a period of four weeks from
November 8th to December 16th.
The prepared material included sixteen lessons, which
were given during the regular reading period. In each lessor]^
the pupils read silently finding answers to questions and
placed the answers in order, on the oral recall chart. Then
the pupils told the story, in order, to their own group or
on the Broadcast.
Table VII shows the n\imber of lessons for each type of
skimming, (quick reading)
A check on organization in recall was made following the
completion of the lessons.
Table VIII shows the stories recalled by each level in
the final test.
The same procedure that was used on the first Wire Re-
cording was used on the final Wire Recording.
The results of the organized recall by both the experi-
mental and the control groups were recorded on Set II Or-
ganization Charts. The number of ideas presented, not con-
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sidering organization, were checked on prepared though unit
sheets* (See Appendix B)
.
The data from the tests were analyzed and the results
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LESSONS PRESENTED TO EXPERIMENTAL GROUP
NUMBER OF LESSONS
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TABLE VIII
STORIES USED FOR PINAL TEST
STORIES SELECTED FOR EACH GROUP LEVEL FROM THE BASIC
GRAY AND ARBUTHNOT READERS^
LEVEL BOOK STORY PAGES
4 More Streets and Roads The Simpleton 270
3 Streets and Roads The Fairy-
Shoemaker 260
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The data were analyzed to study the effect of a series
of planned lessons on:
I. Organization of recall for
A. The total population
B. Each reading level
II. The number of ideas presented for
A. The total population
B. Each reading level
Table IX and X shows the results of the preliminary and
final test on organization in oral recall.
TABLE IX
PRELIMINARY TEST FOR ORGANIZATION OP IDEAS (TOTAL POPULATION)









I Exp. 21 .57 .694 .16
.19 .207 .91
I Con. 21 .38 .571 .13
The mean score of the experimental group in the prelimi-
nary test was .57 compared with .38 for the control group.
This difference was in favor of the experimental group, but
the critical ratio of .91 ^owed this difference not to be
statistically significant. Chances are 81 In 100 that this
VI
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is a true difference*
TABLE X
PINAL TEST FOR ORGANIZATION OF IDEAS (TOTAL POPULATION)








II Exp. 21 3.7 1.08 *24
2.1 *377 5*52













*19 *207 2*1 .377 1.91 .43 4*4
The mean score of the experimental group in the final
test was 3*7 compared to 1*6 for the control group* The
critical ratio of 5*52 was statistically significant in
favor of the experimental group*
In the initlAl test the experimental group was superior
to the control group* In order to eliminate this advantage,
the difference of the two means was found and the standard
error of this gain found. The critical ratio of 4.4 was
statistically significant in favor of the experimental group*
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TABLE XI
PRELIMINARY TEST FOR CRGANIZATION OF IDEAS (LEVEL 4)








I Exp. 10 .6 .92 .31
.4 .336 1.17





The mean score of the experimental group, in the pre-
liminary test was *6 compared with *2 for the control. This
difference was in favor of the experimental group, bit the
critical ratio of 1.17 showed this difference not to he
statistically significant. Chances are 88 in 100 that this
is a true difference.
TABLE XII
FINAL TEST FOR ORGANIZATION OF IDEAS (LEVEL 4)






II Exp. 10 3.7 1.19 .39
2.5 .572 4.38
















The mean score of the experimental group in the final
test was 3.7 compared to 1.2 for the control group. The
critical ratio of 4.38 was statistically significant in favor
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of the experimental group.
In the Initial test the experimental group was superior
to the control group. In order to eliminate this advantage,
the difference of the two means was found and the standard
error of the gain was found. The critical ratio of 3.16 was
statistically significant in favor of the experimental group.
TABLE XIII
PRELIMINARY TEST FOR ORGANIZATION OF IDEAS (LEVEL 3)








I Exp. 5 .4 .49 .25
0 3.6 0
I Con. 5 .4 .49
In the preliminary test the mean score of the experi-
mental group was identical with the control group.
TABLE XIV
FINAL TEST FOR ORGANIZATION OF IDEAS (LEVEL 3)








II Exp. 5 3.4 .80 .40
2.0 .841 2.4
IT Con. 5 1.4 1.49 .74
The piean score in the final test was 3.4 for the experi-
mental group compared to 1.4 for the control group. The
critical ratio was 2.4. This difference was not statisti-
cally significant. Chances are 99 in 100 that this is a true

difference in favor of the experimental group
TABLE XV
PRELIMINARY TEST FOR ORGANIZATION OF IDEAS (LEVEL 2)








I Exp. 4 .5 .50 CDCM.
.25 .376 .65
I Con. 4 .25 .44 .25
The mean score of the experimental group in the pre-
liminary test was .5 compared to .25 for the control group.
The critical ratio of .65 showed this difference was not
statistically significant in favor of the experimental group.
Chances are 74 in 100 that this is a true difference.
TABLE XVI
FINAL TEST FOR ORGANIZATION OF IDEAS (LEVEL 2)








II Exp. 4 4.5 .50 .28
2.0 .573 3.5





















The mean score of the experimental group in the final
test was 4.5 compared to 2.5 for the control group. The
critical ratio of 3.5 showed a statistical significant dif-
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ference in favor of the experimental group*
In the initial test the experimental group was superior
to the control group. In order to eliminate this advantage,
the difference of the two means was found and the standard
error of this gain was computed. The critical ratio of 2.5
was not statistically significant. Chances are 99 in 100
that this is a true difference in favor of the experimental
group.
TABLE XVII
PRELIMINARY TEST FOR ORGANIZATION OF IDEAS (LEVEL 1)








I Exp. 2 1.0 0 0
.5 .5 1.0
I Con. 2 1.5 .5 .5
The mean score for the experimental group in the pre-
liminary test was 1.0 compared to 1.5 for the control group.
This was not a statistically significant difference in favor
of the control group. Chances are 84 in 100 that this is a
true difference.
TABLE XVIII
FINAL TEST FOR ORGANIZATION OF IDEAS (LEVEL 1)








II Exp. 2 2.5 .5 .5
0 .71 0
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The mean score of the experimental group was identical
with the control group in the final test*
TEST I AND TEST II IN NUMBER OF IDEAS RECALLED NOT CONSIDERING
ORGANIZATION
TABLE XIX
PRELIMINARY TEST FOR NUMBER OF IDEAS PRESENTED
(TOTAL POPULATION)








I Exp. 21 2.9 2.18 *49
*9 .541 1*66
I Con* 21 2.0 1*02 *23
The mean score of the experimental group in the prelimi-
nary test was 2*9 compared with 2*0 for the control group*
This difference was in favor of the experimental group, hut
the critical ratio of 1*66 showed this difference not to he
statistically significant* The chances are 95 in 100 that
this is a true difference*
TABLE XX
FINAL TEST FOR NUMBER OF IDEAS PRESENTED (TOTAL POPULATION)








11 Exp * 21 11*85 5*60 1.25
5.9 1*47 3.9












*541 5*9 1*47 5.0 1*57 3*2
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The mean score of the experimental group in the final
test was 11*85 compared to 6.00 for the control group. The
critical ratio was 3*9, a statistical significant difference
in favor of the experimental group*
In the initial test the experimental group was superior
to the control group* In order to eliminate this advantage,
the difference of the two means was found and the standard
error of this gain was computed. The critical ratio of 5*2
is statistically significant in favor of the experimental
group
.
TEST I n TU NUMBER OP IDEAS RECALLED (UNORGANIZED )
TABLE XXI
PRELIMINARY TEST FOR NUI/IBER OF IDEAS PRESENTED (LEVEL 4)








I Exp* 10 3*9 4*89 1*63
1.9 1*65 1—1•rH
I Con* 10 2#0 oCO* *266
The mean score of the experimental group in the pre-
liminary test was 3*9 compared with 2*0 for the control group#
This difference was in favor of the experimental' group, hut
the critical ratio of 1*12 showed this difference not to be
statistically significant* The chances are 88 in 100 that
this is a true difference#
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TABLE XXII
FINAL TEST FOR NUMBER OF IDEAS PRESENTED (LEVEL 4)










10 14.9 6.05 2.02
7.9 2.39 3.3


















The mean score of the experimental group in the final
test was 14.9 com.pared with 7.0 for the control group. The
/
critical ratio was 3.3, a statistical significant difference
in favor of the experimental group.
In the initial test, the experimental group was superior
to the control group. In order to eliminate this advantage,
the difference of the tv/o means was found and the standard
error of this gain was computed. The critical ratio 2.1 is
not significant. The chances are 98 in 100 that this is a
true difference.
TEST I AND II IN NUMBER OF IDEAS RECALLED NOT CONSIDERING
ORGANIZATIOir
TABLE XXIII
PRELIMINARY TEST FOR NUTffiER OP IDEAS PRESENTED (LEVEL 3)








I Exp . 5 1.6 1.03 .52
.2 .677 .34
I Con. 5 1.4 " ,49 .25
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The mean score of the experimental group in the pre-
liminary test was 1.6 compared with 1.4 for the control group
This difference was in favor of the experimental group, hut
the critical ratio of .34 was not statistically significant.
The chances are 63 in 100 that this is a true difference.
TABLE XXIV
FINAL TEST FOR NUIffiER OF IDEAS PRESENTED (LEVEL 3)










5 11.8 1.47 .73
8.2 1.18 6.8



















The mean score of the experimental group in the final
test was 11.8 compared with 3.6 for the control group. The
critical ratio was 6.8, a statistical significant difference
in favor of the experimental group.
In the initial test the experimental group was superior
to the control group. In order to elim.inate this advantage,
the difference of the two means was found and the standard
error of this gain was computed. The critical ratio of 6.2
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TABLE XXV
PRELIMINARY TEST FOR THE NTOBER OP IDEAS PRESENTED (LEVEL 2)









I Exp. 4 1.5 .50 . CD
1
.5 1.13 .45
I Con. 4 2.0 1.22 .70
The mean score of the experimental group In the pre-
liminary test was 1*5 compared to 2,0 for the control group.
This difference was in favor of the control group. The
critical ratio of .45 was not significant. Chances are 67




PINAL TEST FOR NUMBER OP IDEAS PRESENTED (LEVEL 2)








II Exp . 4 8.5 1.12 .64
.5 1.49 .33
II Con. 4 8.0 2.35 1.35
The mean score of the experimental group in the final
test was 8.5 compared to 8.0 for the control group. The
critical ratio of .33 showed no statistical significant
difference in favor of the experimental group. Chances are
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TABLE XXVII
PRELIMINARY TEST FOR NUMBER OF IDEAS PRESENTED (LEVEL 1)








I Exp. 2 4.0 .3 .3
.5 3.04 .16
I Con. 2 3.5 .5 .5
The mean score of the experimental group in the pre-
liminary test was 4.0 compared to 5.5 for the control group.
This difference was in favor of the experimental group. The
critical ratio of .16 was not statistically significant*
Chances are 55 in 100 that this difference in favor of the
experimental group is true.
TABLE XXVIII
FINAL TEST FOR NUMBER OF IDEAS PRESENTED (LEVEL 1)








II Exp * 2 3.5 .5 .5
.5 .5 1.0


















The mean score of the experimental group in the final
test was 3.5 compared with 3.0 for the control group. This
difference was in favor of the experimental group. The
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Chances are 84 in 100 that this is a true difference in favor
of the experimental group.
In the initial test the experimental group was superior
to the control group. In order to eliminate this advantage,
the difference of the two means was found and the standard
error of this gain was found. The critical ratio was not
significant.
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The purpose of this study was to evaluate the effect of
a series of planned lessons on;
I. Organization of recall for
A* The total population
B* Each reading level
II. The number of ideas presented for
A. The total population
B. Each reading level
Material designed to develop organization in oral recall
was built for four levels of reading achievement in grade 3.
Each lesson lasted for fifteen minutes on sixteen successive
school days, a total of sixty-four lessons. Eight organiza-
tion record charts were made to check correct organization
of main ideas. Individual check sheets were constructed to
record ideas presented (unorganized). Wire Recordings were
made of the two groups before and at the close of the experi-
ment •
Limitation of the Study
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Conclusions
1. The children in the experimental group Improved in
the ability to organize ideas* The critical ratio of 4.4
was statistically significant.
2. Comparisons were made on a basis of reading levels.
Level 4 showed a significant gain. While the other three
levels did not show significant gains, the trend was in favor
of the experimental group. The difference in each case was
in favor of the experimental group.
3* The children in the experimental group improved in
the number of ideas presented. The critical ratio of 3.2
was statistically significant.
4. Comparisons were made on a basis of reading levels*
Level 3 showed a significant gain. While the other three
levels did not show a significant gain, the trend was in
favor of the experimental group. The differences in each
case were in favor of the experimental group.
Suggestions for Further Research
I What results would be obtained, if a larger group,
probably 100, were used with groups from various
parts of the city?
II What would be the result if several third grade
teachers conducted this study?
Ill If the series of lessons were 30 in number Instead
of 16, would the Level 1 group show significant
9
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APPENDIX A
Exercises for Developing Power to Organize Ideas
in Oral Recall





LOCaTINGt ±"R0PER NAMillS AND DATillb

I LevelLonson I Th© O-^xi Header
(p€nn0l3. & Cusaefc )
DICK \VHlTIKaTCN pIIX> HIS CAT pa^;o?? ?^t35»S49
Caplta3. letters Kelp you -iind the anoYjers guioklyc
Wliat VJS.S tKo ’ooy’C! marae e.rd tlier® did he live ?
miarQ did ho thinlc tho 'e?a^on T/as goi^iS ’?
Who hoiight a oat t
Lhat T;ag the naaG of th© daughter ?
W3aat aid the liierchant call Dioh ?
WMt did DiclE hcoomo ?
Hlaoo your emsivors oa tho rcocl.l chfsi'to
Uoo thia oho.rt to help you tell the story to your group

Lefjsoji 1 Graj 3 .GHol a
TE3 BA3KET 0}? LWG-H3
r.cad tho ator^ cuioklyo
A caT;i'(i&l letter v.ill helx:> you flM the answer
What Vina the ncnc of the aigcliievot’G fairy ?
Ylh-c flQvr ’oQhlR^ the ol^l vroiaaB ?
'l^li.at d5A the old wofiiaa fjay ?
V*^iio 3.eanod over the uosaa’s shoulder ?
!?Jho r^poko soiao m^io words ?
What did oho old i*ia.n say ?
Bl.aco" your anev/ers in order on the roeall





G • • ’
I.R' >0.2 X
'i'Jiic '>l C.ray s l-.QVQl z
i-iC^sd t.iio QUO
-S t-.Ion ‘.Cov cue page.
P-ow ACc’fd thtf QV.^. 'J^rDy'o
A capital lattsr villl Uolp you find the answer quickly
J-.
-age 3::o- Vi.at waothe name or all three coats ?
2. Fagf 2 21-Who W’lSugj y. •>
0. rago .•Si- ;iow iia aoocr.l iJiliy Goat Gruff's feet
f-0 OT3r tin-? tcard .
3
V
4:„ I age shooJM his horns and shout od ?
5, Writo one sentenoo to fjnish thd sto.ry
A*.-an„e ^oui' anxvcrs
,
in ordc^r, on recall ch£..rt «







Losson I Type 2 Basic Gray 2 Le^el J
I’iie ';^oy t.i-.a his Oov'^fcs p&ges 2C2~2C6
1. cUd t.hft l:oy do first ?
S. Who cam.© along ?
5« i/hat a©Jp ?
4, V.hat did ths tee say ^
5. w’hat did the say ?
•i capAtsl ioO-:cr \?ill hoi-^ you find the answer o.uioMy.
i/lace tir on 7oi?r oral recsll chart
.
V
Lesson S Typel Gray 3 Level 4
Find page 262 in your boolc.
V^rito th® tlule c£ this story on on© slip.
Place the title on joiir oral recall c^art,
Ans;7or those questions.
A capital letter will help you find tho ansii'or
quickly,
T. What Is the naiae of tho &own?
2o ?vhat is the name of the hrov/nie?
i5o Vmo is very kind?
•IWijeopios the l.lttlc^ Trtai\?
5o Vv'hy is th© v;oiaan going to make a coat?
Place the answers on your recall chart.
Be ready to tail youj* .^tory to your group.

Lesson 2 Typo i Eison 5 LotoI 3
Che Sl3on SONtho sholi* label'od Iei7 el 3
Turn i^o tho etory Clnderell:i. pa;^es 256-26?.
Find the answors to thoso ^^.nostlons.
A capital iotter Fill help you find the ansv/ers quickly
T. V^-hat ia the youngest da^ughter called?
,'-110 iii fziYir.;^ the hall?
5. Vvho helps Cinderella?
i. who
.thini-es Ciiidcrslla beautiful?
^ .V ho /<'narj*l^S tl>e poev* iBaJd«?i7.?
Place your answers on the recall chart in order.




























L«53soa S Type I Cos audObristie Pi;:L‘jiar
Tba B>ioic«v'!'iea1; Boy pa^6s
H^sad the story silently, .
Capital lottei'G v/ill help you find the ansv-fc-
I. V^lint did til© old vicmii mice?
Iho T/a-f> fine .and
?j» going to eat fas Buoi?wheat Boy?
4. Vaio said .stop? "
Oo Tixo cii8,s©d the Buolsw.tiO£t Boy?
6o V.hror did th© Buckwiioat Boy jump?
?c \'h.o sa¥3 a snap?
Place your a.ns7»ors on the oral roca3.i cliart.
Tell your group about the story.

TYPE II
ANSWERING QUESTIONS PHRASED LIKE THE TEXT

TYPE II
ANSWERING QUESTIONS PHRASED LIKE THE TEXT

Lesson Type ?3 Gray 3 Level 4
The Throe Giants pages S64“294
Arrange your answers on your oral recall chart
One word will help you find the answer cuickly
I, IJow can the ycung men v;in the princess ?
S. \ihat are tlio names of the two giants ?
3. 'kViiat do tbs two giants offer to do ?
4. Miat iG the name of the third giant ?
3, How does each giant help the. young prince ?
Be ready to tell the* ending of the story .
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Lesson 3 Type 2 Brovmie ffJIis Frienir, IsvgI 3
0ns vo'^- will 1‘slp yoa find tfee ansxver quickly .
okijT* the page to find the answer .
1'ho ?2 I! 5w<oy.s^ in th-?. r<^sall chart .
I. Who li^? 2d in tha garden ?
?2. Why did the fiffh Like thn
3, Vi/a-rs the eivea pleased ?
4. iVho had a fine time ?
b, iVhat must the cat he ?
<»

Lcseoi’i T; Type S SnoY7 V'hite Level S
Lead The Little House
Place the tj.tle of V the story at the top of the chart
Pasivsr these (lueetioiis.
1.
V-hat will the birds show ynow VJhite ?
2. v^ho follows the birds ?
3. vihat is a lovely place to sleep ?
Reicoijibc:? sns word will help you find the answer quic

Io,s?Qnv3 ' .-5!^pe -P. . ... ' Vrlmer
Reaa Tho BoyA':ho CsuM.
One'^wora v/:lll Jaelp xo.u.'?lEa,,the
1
.
c-:.uce and played ?' .'•
•« c, ’
2. V.il3ju’'6 did tihs little b07 tit '
5. \'.'Iiat did (Jaal-: say ? '
4. V/ho rail a.fter Ev.oicwJieat' Boy ?'
,'lo . /.hat 'tvlll tiio old tvomwii
.ttiake
C. ''hare Till Bi^clnfVheat Boy
-sttg
Place yciir ansY/era c:e the recall









Lsssoul 4 - Type S E?uSon 3 Level 4
Read l.'uokl5.ag pagas 87S'*-SS0
Skim tkx-ough ,lhe vtory to find tlioae answers .
One ivord will help you find the answers quickly
1, ,’hy did the xaother duck sit waiting ?
2* v.hat tumbled out of the last egg ?
3. lliy wa.s g.ray duckling frightened '?
4. '.VlLat is the trouble v/ith the duckling ?
3o I'hen he left the hut. 'where did he go ?
6. When’ll© looked dov-sn ,tjhat did he sea ;ln t-h.o
Place your answers on your recall chart.




X-ypG 2 BliOmiE MID HIS FRIENDS jj ^ V i. o
Bead th3 story of BROWNIE ’JID "-A^!KT SNAIL, page 11
Answer tho quostiloa for Gach page.
Vvliat did RrcViiiio i:no\<9?
V’iion was Se^^Y fc:-*.ppy ^
ViJliat did Ssi:^£iY noYor feiiow ?
’Aliat was it that Brewaio couldn’^t do ?
Wliat did the fish nood ?
ONE rOHD 7'ILL HELP y.OU BIRD THE ANSWERS (piCKI.Yo
FLACE B’OUii MSNER3 IN ORDER
,










One word v;ill help you find the ansv;srs q.uickly .
ilov; was the house?
Who watched Snow Lhite ?
Who walked softly ?
'
What did the snlmals do W
What did the aaiEtals sing ? ^
?lac3 your answers,.in order, on your recall chart





Lesson 4 Type r. J/rlmer Level 1
lo riid Bro^vn Fez say ?
S, Vihe^fj did Mttle I'ucic jmnp ?
%VbBt did ,Hed Hen .cut ?
4o did ”.ed Hen have ?
Place your anewers on your- recall ohax-t.
Lid you place the nasis of the story at the top of the chart ?
ready to tell the stox'y on th© Broadc
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Losson 5 Typ0 2 level 4.
S Tile laeon Srd. Pages
The Oolu^ii Fish
One v/ord vdXl help you find the answer .quickly,
vvii^it did the poor imn oatch?
Tvliy v/a.s the wife angry?
vTaat did the old nen find when he liurried home?
Whan the t?n\n aoked for help again. v;hat did ho find?
VJhat did the fioli answer to the lost v;ish?
V.liy did the fish make this answer?

Lesson 5 Typo 2 Leifel 5
Read the story of Brownie—I ago 19-26
You will l^ind a question for each page.
Gnc word will help you f5nd the answor ouickly.
Place your ansv:ors in order on your Cral Recall Chart.
Kero are your questions.
lhat did Brownie begin to think?
hhat did Brownie tell the e3.V8s?
TVho went into the house first?
h'hy was Baimny 3nail so frightened?
did the fish hear fror.i Brownie?
IVhat did CainiBy like to think?
Jl

I:S3 r,oi?. 5 Typo g Levol 3
Little Pig an<3. ITii Garden .
Read tLe story ciuickly.
C * •? ’I'.'crd H 1 cialp 1015 find tnc ansm-rs •
v:iicre did little pis live?
WLat was little pi^ doins ir. tlu. garden?
V^hat was little pig soins' to find?
Phat wac lzt-.r<Xer work tlian weeding q garden?
vrnat was L-ii-'ting little pig?
What i/fae the best weri: for little pig?
Place your answers in order on yonr oral recall ehe.rt
Tell yo^or story to your group.

0 -i-’.ypc 3 $
tXi2 istory cf Reel lien ond Brov:n Fox pagci; ...Q-b:^
*xto.d. xJiiXoi-’XJ'’
»
Thcr-';: io on^; ouestlon f r each page.
One 77ord ivill. help von find the'- arisv;cr (,y.ick]y.
What fdade Red Hen dizzy?
V.hat did Red Eon cut?
Vhat did Bro^.n Fox find? (fciind).
Place yor:r auewers on th'^ ’’Oral Recall Chart.”






I, IVaut tU3. t.wo V.iiiik abou* tho 6onl:€*y ?
2. IVbat did tiie xTionds •'ciiiiik about tli2 boy?
3» ’uiiav dll the *A'o;iian ubiJik tho boy aud aiaa snotild
4. Vvbat -.iid the inau tiiink about the donkey ?
5. Kow doe.3 -Che ??tory end v
Place your answex's ,in order, on your recall chart.
You may tell your story on the Broadcast.
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i\ Tte Irinoesfl ”.ho Never Laughed pages 296-306
What I'.Um V
2. "-.hj iid Pf^ter want th(?. sjoai-e ?
3* Wh)’-«lls ih'C- goose ur.e/.’u?. 7
‘li. What w><rG the- i^ec'plc-j dc-lng 7
5. ’,r;hy \va«’ the irXiii‘Joss interested ?
6 . W'hat happened at the end of the story '
Place your answers ,in order, on your recall chart.




v<?r>?5on 0 Tr.v« ^ 'as.-s.ls f^roy Zeial
TH.t; Mciw VJi(.o Kept Fovtsie.pagosj ZJZ-^ZiiO
Ta \%at <3.ivu til*? r>f^r!- tife^.r.k about keeping bouse ?
2. V;i\c.t dir?. K® deo'jde to io ?
?., !^'o bor ?
-i-. Ho^r cUd tbG laan end tlio clay ?
Ilaoe your anc’^vers^ in order, on your recall chart




?,©a5. th<H ?>tijTy of S6-4*^
X« p v’aa lih-f* C:lrid5^T^>lIa ?
S.l'.bo laelpec*: C:ln<iler'.'2 llr?. ?
S. ‘.ho us.;:i^.sd ^'ith CiiKlerelle. ’>
* /
1
4o Ho'::v did I storv 5r>d ?
Place tnc 0B£>v/0V3 ,iii ordai-, oiT the x”eoalX ehairb.
Te-11 the ir/vOi'j tc pour
V M

7 4 Oray 3^- rsgss; ^e4-::i94.
ms TI'iniiE ^I'V^TTa..
tJv.c atcry cf t:*:-.! Three Gia)nts.
H;:;l-ce‘ a ll-:)t c:C all the worO.G tliat describe the g, 5 ante in thi
story,
tov lock on the Library ohclT marksl i.-’
Pina the cook STOHHS.”
Tvra tc 106 .
The rxafT^e of th© story is "THii; U:7r{ GT uJT."
Umv list all the v>.'or0:3 you find that describe the giant in
this story.
Te}J. us ’A’bafe giant you liked best.
Tell us Y>^iy 3’-ou liked tlie gient.
P3.o.ce your story on the Orel Peoall Chart.

eo
Lesson V 'T’ypc 3 L®vel
Hoad the story quickly.
S3,son 3 Pages £69-S77.
The name oT the story is
Aiij) TR:“
I lacs the- mein Ideas of the
FCm> GR^>:AT OIii3TT3
story on your 0.ral Hacall Cho.rt.
Be cure your ideas arc ia t'no corpse t ordsr.
Be able t-o te.ll us -something about each main idea.
Ycu msy tell you:r story tc year group during the ‘’Broadcast.”




7 »ryp<5 £ LOV&l 2
T:'-^ ''rlli^ziLS V;EO W\ViE A KO^?K ^ Pages 230-J’SV
Read ‘tho story eJlcntly.
Ito oloee youT V)eoko
Gee If yo'a eon ple.ee right aneT/er bc-side co*ch cxiestion.
Why is the sheep aa^ry ?
YJhat clocc the sheep v;cirit to uo?
Whnt cn/i til® gsoae do 7
dcoa the pig do?
How do the feel?
Who it the aiaiiaolo«nGig,hhor?
AiTSW'SRS
!?h'£! gecoc can OD'^/or tho roof Vsith hraxichGs o
The ^loli is th® anto.ls ‘neighbor o
Tlie sliGcp vjsnte to build & houeo in the foi^ost
The sheep is e.ngry hccauEG. olis farmer is going to eat
fo-V din:aer«
T'Vo pig oan out doiMi tall trooso
xW. the ord rsala ^.re Tory happTo ,
PLAGS YOTJB I'^?' ORDBK Cl:? TO’U'R ORAL HSGi'XL GHXHTo




2^ Thii ^h'i’-Ns Vi^c, Head paecs 207-21G
the picture D ir. order on your desir.




Iho first pig built his house* of s:hrar>?,
%€ little pigs v/ent down nev*i roads.
-liO \K Jut hroVr’ clown ths houses o^' straw and v.ood
t'he thlril 13 fctle built his Louse of brick,
A*i^ ro^.i couia not blci7 dov;n the houss of brick
Ajie acooiid pxg built his house of wood.













'L^s£Oa.‘ 8 Type 5 L&vqJ 4
f j'vjHAiiTXtvG xZ-S Ttii'cs lX8 *“Xt51 »
TB. TFIffCI ^0,X,03T ms APPBTXfF,
I?eo.«3 the story quiclrly,
Idef. oa ymir slips the everts
.T'lr-3Cfj the
He reawly to tali
ill order cn your






I'33S0n 8 T^'pe Level 3
CHILDH-K- ': KJllljER Ifk&es
Read tiip stcry silently.
Place the Liv.in evejita of tliG story in order on your ’'Oral
P.cjGSill GJ).arti,"
Tlis long to tiio’ s.t;rang,fc land.
Poor Dick co/ses to the cl>l-y.
Dick 'becomes iliaous.
Dick giv33 his, oafc'Sio the Captain.





Rca<3 the atoxiy si]!&otly.
F«re aro the /aftivi .Irlsris.
P?iao 3 t’GB ri-3in Icle&si e» your ’’Oral Recall. Chart.
^aek cuts down the teanstalko
Pac’; Buyr. '"tliQ' wohderfnl h®a2is.
Jack Gt.oals th® me^lo harp.
Ja.V'k cx.^'fci’ tlu* s*?.aii«ita3k»
LcisGoa 6 ^yr© 3 T-^rei ^
J/.CK. AND XKh. BTvAWcJTriXX






Losaoji 0 Type 5 Lev«3. 1
•m‘, CITY :/iou ;ii: All!) ?ni:: oc'COT’xY-;.ioir*s
Kead the stor.v silently.





It is better to be alive.
The city mouse visits the cciis-try mouse.
The country mouse visits the oity mouse.
Bs I'CGdy to teil your f^xonp about your story.
You may keep your chart to help you.
«

Lesson ^ 'L'ype 4Basio Gray 3 LoYel 4
Head Trae North Vind
/..rrano'^ your onsivers
and Tho 3un -pages 280 -£83
iii ordei’, on the recall chart
1- V/liy tvas tlia Ping3.-y
2o Vihat did the traveler thinh about the vvind?
3. '.'hy did the wind stop blov/ing *?
4* \.hj‘ -did tho sun do..'th: t the wind could not do ?

Lesson 9 Type 4 Gray 3 Level 3
year answers, in order, on yonr reoal"' ciiart.
I. Vhy dO03 the raL'bit langb. ?
2: Vifcst do the rabbit and turtle decide to do ?
3. vrhst mistake does the rabbit make ?
4. Kow does the turtle win the race ?
Make a Movie strip of this story for your "lovie Box.
If v;e enjoy your story and pictures ;you may visit
Miss Hale -Grade I

o
»v LeirslLcj^svjn Typo -i Gray
T.'ij.o Mnn ‘Tiao K«pt Hc\ice -pages 2I-2-2SO
I, -.vlmt dees the farmer think about work
S»Ho7/ does the i?.an keep house ?
0. Vi'b.o.t part of the story is funny ?
4., V.hat docs the man find cut ?
’/Take a movie strip for this story .
Be ready to tell us the story .
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L3-£jOii 9 Type 4 Basic Groy iO L©-vel I
I. W^at c?.id the v:osav.p^ ask the hoy to do ?
L\ ViiJiat did the maix v'orriaii do ?
i
5. \4'hG:r5 diet Johnny Cake sins his song ?
4. UdiO tried to catch Johnny Cake ?
5. Mow was the fox sly ?
Sly iaepriG to pley s trick. 1-Vrite the new word and













7XjCiSiiOIi 10 Typ^' 4 Basic Orf..y Z Lc^el 4
C J.11 &.c X' ^X -va
I?c;ad pfi(^C6 t/Ob—v-xc^
I. '£uvj aid the :;Xdcr juistux’s aoi. ?
S, Hov^ ;va;-i C5.Kderell?> different froi.i her sister'? ?
bo V'ho v/as so^^-S to the bell ?
4» -fvhat diM the Gedraother do Tor O.lcderel.Xa^
5o XCho adiiiired Cinderella ?
6. }Jov! did the sisters act ,v;hentiley knev; who Cinderella
v^-a s 7
Place yoiiT ansvfsrs,in ca'der, on your recall chart ,
You Slay tell your story to ycur group .

MLeseon 10
-I'Cv-pe 4: 7.mtimtS..ne 3torlea Level 3
Read page 98,
1. He?/ you tn07/ the Brov/nlc v/as, unhappy?
*
•
ho Hovj did he ^et a ^^hovel ?
,
o. vVhat Ls.xpaned to the pUirpicln seede ?
4
4. WhaU Ifas the Brovi'Xii:c^r' name ?
a3C:« ycjiir e£.Rv;st?,;.n crier, on the recall chart.

}'-Ci>&c>Ji 'JO 4 Has-lt* 0:i*9iy* f Lt'r/e.l £
Thff Turt.?-,.-? Vvh.o Ccxilcln* t otop Talicing pages £0I~2I2
1 , K’iiiiv was wrong with the yoimg turtle ?
£. ?iow dl(i tne turtlii travel ?
!• ’/iitat happened to tlio turtle ?
3?lace yoiir nnewarsjla or.‘?..ar > or. yo\\r oh'i:?’;







I OBson 10 * tjpe 4 Be&oon 2 Level I
Tile Shocae^'cer r.nd The alive s- pegs 7
Read silentlv,
I« [Vho is poor ?
/?. Hov; does the shocij»xiicor becoae rich ?
j
2. Hew are the old man woiaasi going to repay the olve
I'leoe yor-r ansv;’.rs, in order, on the oral recall chart





Le^rjoa .11 Type 4 lilson 3 Level 4
?:eaa the story” 'THE WMRY SHOES,
You v.ill fin! the story on page 59,
lo What did the people think sbout the gift ?
2o Lhy \ve.re tho oheos v«ondei*ful ?
^c'What kind of a hoy v;as Tinothy ?
4oHov.' did Tii'iothy laarn his lessen ?
.
Pi-'ice these ansv/ers ^in order;, on your recall chart
o
You /nay bell this story on the Eroadc-iHt ,
;

TLesson 11 Tyj^o 4 Basio Gray 5 I ovel '6
b!of?cl ci.lcntly, the sto". y on poges £50-2o0,
/Jis’.ver tlieae qucotiona.
Few will t!ie ITortbwind .'nakc the hoy happy ?
V.'liy dees the innkeeper want the cloth ?
Why didn’t the c?.oth servo the food ?
Hew doss the ZTorthwind make the boy happy ag-ain ?
What does the wicked innkeeper do v itii the sheex> ?
Kov; did the lad punish the innkeeper
List these answers in order on the recall chart.












3:1 Type 4 ‘ T
Turn to p^.'Se 69 nzid' rer?. r.ilnntlyv
‘..risuer thene cuentions.
;
3.0 V/.hy 3,3 tho cliJ Id uniiappy?
cio %hat docs tSac oXdM3,nd.y tell th?, child ?
3o \v^;at fioos the litt3.e chilOi do ?
4o''.^'cw does the littlo girl act ?
'VJnVt Juippens when Ife the ehi3.d 3.c6S;s in the
G._ Jiov/ chal.1 the’ little g.lrl 3.00.1: 'froia now on
"•P.Isoe your !-:ns\\e.v.'“
,
in orders on your recall o‘













lcB3.orx 11 Type 4 Baoio Gray level 1
IJTTL3’ FIGS pages207-217
.
W-'i.at did notiier pig tell the three little pigs ?
V Vihat were the three little pigs going to clo ?
V^hy v;as the firjt little pig eaten ?
\}Jhy was the second pig eaten ?
How did the third little pig fool the wolf ? •





Le5jso.;i .12 ' Type 4 Level 4.
Read a^iicKly.
Choose the answer thit you like for each CuGstion.
:Jhy were the nice happy?
Vdiy clad th.-y become snd^?
How could the mice be safe?
iVhet did tho grondratiicr nouse oxpl-ln?
Place yoT3.r ;:.v> erd';'-- r,n "Ora.i Recall Ch
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Losson 12 Type 4 Level o
1-coad yoru' story quickly.
\Wiy v;as the farmer happy ?
'what di<l the sheep tell the pig ?
<•
IIcw was each animal a helper ?
\
Eow VJ8 3 the wolf frightened ?







Vvhy v.(as the rabbit silly ?
9 V.hy v/ere all the rabbits afraid ?
V.lio.t haxjyened to all the aiiimaj.s ?
jIow v;as the lion v/ias ?
Tcu T/ay say your answers in a different vmy.






Lssson IS Type 4 LfiTol .1
Ol-T; FRIEI3DS Page 1
5*10X t
Read t,J!3 e story silently,
Pifid the; £5i\3'v;ors to theso q.UGstions,
How did the ^JCijan aot?
What did the old ivoman answer?
How v/as the enpty basket filled?




LOCATING INFORMTION FROM TABLE OF CONTENT OR THE INDEX
CLASSIFICATION OF MATERIAL BY PARTIAL READING

ti»r-: of THS Y'l'ITGGR^iT 'TRXL-IT- iGaIi'v BOOI'T.
‘Xv x? Oil iauuii ia,:5,r£)iod Lcvox 4.-.
A cat who ivcnt to see the king,
A toy who met so.t}.© ti?,crs«
A S'.ir.l who juT.ped out of had,
A boy who went to the home of a giant.
A girl vVho went to see her grandmother.
Tall us the name and author of your favorite otory.

V, 106
Lesson 15 5 Level 3
Tou have x-cad the story TUI rr-Tr .
is fi story about anotU^r 'Vjr.r^f,-^ TUere
rx'JG.LTaM b.
-ij.ncGss in the book called
You v/ill tuio. thiQ b jok O'.i tiic shelf Labeled Level 3.
VsQ tiiG Table of Qciitents. ‘
•
name of the story and the author.
l''lac e tlio title - «




^ order o: yeur Oral





Lesison i'3 Tyi)e 5 -li&vel S
IL'iX3oKi . . M’D GHilTjiX Pa^as £73-^6? CIiII^-.5» : C‘=3': RllD
Read tlie story silently.
Kov; clcso yom* tcoir..
Sao IT yan <*av3 p?taco the picture,s in tiio rl^ht order on yonr








































































I. ?:lnd the Golden Book of Tairy T9.I03. It is on the
shelf I
2*Uss tlXQ Indo3c.
S.tiGke a list of the storiss you have road in :,?iorG
Streets a.nd Roads.
i.Select your favorite- story.




LossbOii Type 5 Ba&io Gi'&y 3 Lts'V©! 3
Trio Fishorsaa and His Wife pas^s fcSV-E90.
I, Read tli© story silently
.
2 , tlis parts cf the story in correct creor
5*riac3 the parts on j^our oral reoall oHart.
THe I'lev/ Hcxis®
TLiS Loaf ef Sresid
The Fish Disappears
The Ka^^ged Wifo Eeoomes A Ciueen






14 T?:,-3 Ciiiiarer.’s'. Ov^n Header Levels
I. Head tfc/5 sto.?y cf ^laderslie, ealokly.
2- Arrss.se t*» sarts at t.se .story la eorreoi order.
3. flaos liiio® os your oral rooall o.tiart,














X. ^ . .-..i i'.
,
i' iLv'. > ,'vi'

















Typ© d Gtories Level 4T
Tea r-3a4 yLt; sto::y of The Bj?ov/nie ofBlodnock
\va3 urAaeirish. Tn the book I^nohanting Storios
there ia a story of an unhappy brovmie*
1, XJbs the Index.
2, Find out vrho ivrote this story.
S. Road the story.
4. Arrange th© parts of the story in correct
order on the Cral Rocall Chart.
The BrovmieLg Moon
Tho Brownie Gets His Shovel
Tho Puapkin Seeds




X->essoa 15 Type 5 -llson Reader 3 Level 3
Find tha iilson Reader 3 on tlie slielf laljeled
Level S*
!• Use the Table of contents.
S« rind Qome Fairy Stories for us to read,
3. MaJk© a list of these stories . Write the
author of each one.
4, reXect one story you like best from your list,
5,
Make a library card for this story,
6.




L csDOii I£j Typo 5 • Ghildrer; * Headei; Level 2
B3.ack Sambo
I. P3f.ee tb.o piovv.ree lia tbe correct order on your
Ors.l Recall Chart o








I-^sr^on T.5 7yn<3 Tho Itew V inaton 7 rl^ner Level 1.
The Three Be^irs
I. P3.aao the name of the story at the tep ox the chart.
??. P3.aat? tho picture's in ^he right or-ler on your
0:r9lL Hecu.ll. Ct.ivrt.
























Lesson IS "^yP® 5 level 4
•
Sou -Lave road tho story ot 'EiS E.LIES OlWIi in tho Gray Reader,
\loxo. Stii’Osts a.?i.d P-cads,
^ ThsS0 v/e:ce !iolpful.
In tlie boo'P-Pncnanting Stories 'Stlioro io a story cf a lazy
giant
.
Use tfcs TncVsz: »
Find cut.v;}io wrote the story.
Head the story ctl^lci<:.ly .
Az'r-artse the four parts c:? tl:.o story ,in correct order, on your
Oral RGce.i.1 OiJ.art.
Pile Sooozid Plan V;orks
l‘iio Clever Cviant’s Plan
Tko First '.*.'.lan Porks
The Second rias















h^seon 16 Typ® 5 LgtoI 3
ITcu haYe rcafi 0?ES ITmTIS’S PJ^CU’ In 3TRES;T3 and. R01D3
ITow look on tlia shelf iahaled LeTel 3.
Find the book P: STORIES xm LIKo;”.
J?!e the Tahls of Contents.'










On yonr Oral Ryoall Chart, place the title o.f the, stoz^y „
p3.aos ths nam© of th<s anthos* on your chart .
Ho'iV arranss the min ideas, in order, on your ehar.t .























Lets SiOR G Typo 5 LstqI S 119
\
Look on tlio shelf labeled Levol 2
Lind ’’CHILBRiilT’S OivK RjjJADSll?. Book 2 by lemiell an-d Cusack.
Use the Table of Contents,
^!ake a Hot of Fairy Stories ,
Beside the Title v;rite the name of tbs author.
Choose one story that you enjoy .




r •;* • T y-vp-l 1
C S17-2^3
/Icoe the pil.ct^u-es 3.n rii rht orcer cii your ^'Orel nc:oa3't
Ch.art.'-'
Bo able lo tell us one tl.ing about each picture.



















Organization Charts for Four Levels > Showing
Preliminary and Final Test Results
j^rri-'-odS «8ls7e>J tfoT: ?.i-*iBxiO flotcTfisiflsa'iO




ORGANIZATION CHART SET I
Level 4 Recall from BENNY’S TRICK, STREETS AND ROADS
pp. 77-82
CORRECT ORGANIZATION OF MAIN IDEAS
I David Taught Benny a Trick for the Pet Parade
II Benny was Taken on a Truck
III David Got on the Truck
IV Mr. Huff Wanted to Know Which Chicken was the Pet
V Benny Did the Trick
ORDER IN WHICH CHILDREN RECALLED 1,2, 3, 4, 5.
GROUPS NUMBER ORGANIZED IDEAS
Experimental I II III IV V
1 1 3 2 4
2 1 3 2
3 2 1 3




















ORGANIZATION CHART SET I
Level 3 Recall from WHY THE BEAR HAS A SHORT
TAIL
CORRECT ORGANIZATION OP 1
I The Bear Met the Sly Pox
II The Bear Asked the Pox Aboi
III The Pox Told the Wrong Way
IV The Bear Went Pishing in tlr
V The Bear*s Tail Became Shoi
ORDER IN WHICH CHILDREN RECALLEI

























ORGANIZATION CHART SET I
Level 2 Recall from CITY MOUSE AND COUNTRY MOUSE
CORRECT ORGANIZATION OF IDEAS
I The City Mouse Visited the Country Mouse
II The Country Mouse Visited the City Mouse
III The Country Mouse Liked the City
IV The Cat Came
V The Country Mouse Found it was Better to
Live in the Country
ORDER IN WHICH THE CHILDREN RECALLED 1,2,?, 4, 5.
GROUPS NUI/IBER OF PUPILS ORGANIZED IDEAS
i It mr' IV V
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ORGANIZATION CHART SET I
Level 1 Recall from LITTLE DUCK TALKS
CORRECT ORGANIZATION OF MAIN IDEAS
I Little Duck Tried to Talk Like a Kitten
II Little Duck Tried to Talk Like a Hen
III Little Duck Tried to Talk Like a Robin
IV Little Duck was Unhappy
V Little Duck Tried to Talk Like a Duck
ORDER IN WHICH CHILDREN RECALLED 1,2, 3, 4, 5.
GROUPS NUMBER OF PUPILS ORGANIZED IDEAS
I IT III IV V
Experiment al 1 1 3 2
2 1








ORGANIZATION CHART SET II—
Level 4 Recall from THE SIMPLETON, STREETS AND
ROADS 270
CORRECT ORGANIZATION OP MAIN IDl
I The Simpleton Had Gold Coins
II The Simpleton Bought the Goose
III The Simpleton Met the Keepers
IV The Simpleton Met the King
V The King Gave the Lad a Reward
ORDER IN WHICH CHILDREN RECALLED 1,2,;






I II III IV V
Experiment al 1 1 3 4 6
2 1 2 3 4
3 1 § 3 4
4 1 2 3 4
5 1 2 3 4
6 1 2 3 4
1 2
8 1 2 3 4
9 1
10 1 2 3 4
Control 1 1 2 3 4
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ORGANIZATION CHART SET II
Level 3 Recall from THE FAIRY SHOEMAKER
CORRECT ORGANIZATION OF MAIN IDEAS
I Tom Looked for the Pot of Gold
II The Sly Elf Got Away
III The Captured Elf Told the Hiding Plac<
IV The Sly Elf Kept His Promise
V Tom Learned a Lesson
ORDER IN WHICH CHILDREN RECALLED 1,2, 3, 4,
5
GROUPS NUMBER OF PUPILS ORGANIZED :
•
CDEAS
I TI III IV V
Experimental 1 1 2 3 4
2 1 2 3 4
3 1 2 3
4 1 2 3 4
5 1 3 4




5 1 3 4
Cl V:iAI-C ’ToI^^^.^rWAOHO
ORGANIZATION CHART SET II
Level 2 Recall from THE FIRST WOODPECKER,
FRIENDS AND NEIGHBORS pp. 225-230
CORRECT ORGANIZATION OF Mi
I The Ugly Woman was Unkind
II The Strange Man Needed Fooc
III The Woman Kept the Cakes fc
rv The Man Became Angry
V The Woman Became a Woodpecl
ORDER IN WHICH CHILDREN RECALLEI









2, 3, 4, 5*
ANIZED IDEAS
I II III IV V
Exnerimental 1 1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4
3 1 2 3 4
4 1 2 3 4 5
Control 1 1 2
1 2
3 1 2
4 1 S 3 4
ir ''?S/
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ORGANIZATION CHART SET II
Level 1 Recall from THE WONDERRJL PORRIDGE POT
CORRECT ORGANIZATION OF MAIN IDEAS
I The Mother and Girl Had a Wonderful Porridge
Pot
II The Rich man Heard About the Pot
III The Rich Man Stole the Magic Pot
IV The Magic Pot Wouldn't Stop Boiling
V The Rich Man Returned the Magic Pot
ORDER IN WHICH CHILDREN RECALLED 1,2, 3, 4, 5.
GROUPS NUMBER OF PUPILS ORGANIZED IDEAS
III IV V
‘Experiment al 1 1 S
1
Control 1 1 2
2 1 2 3
'?
'J
i?^v '^:nGT ^>Tosi qyF ! rfna^Gv; i ^'iVsTl
Gr"M‘i‘ioI f!rr'>'vebnoV/ p. bi'.I i'::.':J nnp 'torfooM I
^o-I
^o-i ‘tjrj.t IimcTA nr.; offT II i
. &o^. •:i:i’f ©Cot?' neM dr if TIT {
qnfT'oS 'jo.te T*nbXfro’'' +nT 9>iT VI
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X. David t<50Ql2C3 sl trick for th® Pet. Parado,
(a) David ciarci. *, d Qi^ound til® yard*
,
(B) David blew a horn.
(C) His pet rooster mrch^d b-shlnd him
2( first th© rooster hadn't followed hiiJi.David tau^jht BcHiiy for a 'vvoeL,
II Benny Is taken on a smek.
laj David waksd up ©ariy to a loud noise
«
/ TD \ ^ VL ®
chiokens on hia truck.
(B) pavSA dressed and caai© out,(C) Huff was aiidins a box of
(vl “3” Obiofcer.3.(-/ David oallod, oo not take Benny".
truck,
I A; Da/ia said it waa a mist
(B) Huff couldn't David's voice.
(C) The engine was very loud.
?! r-3if hays fejjsie to call his father.'^{i- } L/civid must £0 v/ith Benny,
IVo Mr Huff wanted to krtow whicl: chicken v;rs tho pet.
surprised to see David.
(Bj, ^hovxci told him. that Beimy vias in the truck,
nN v/as to fca in the
-^aradeD, Jp^ff cou.ld net tell which was Benny,
\E, David showed 3il»u a yellow chicken.
» Benny did the trick.
/ftl
y®llo77 roost©.r out of the box.(B vav^d piaicd tha horn out of his pocket,
\ 0 ) .:£r, Rixtt found one chicken too many,
(D) The little rooster isarched behind David










I'l’.o L:ijnpXt3uGi.i paf^e £Vu
(5 TfUi ’a, -15.! ;:i ni.^y
,\o TL(? 1‘y'??. v/alkln.v; flown the road
Bc-Liij \va 3 ooius
Co Ijg 2UJC D.i: farnisr
D.Hao brtitiiertj had sent him away
The brothers thought he was stupid
The lad brought a goose
‘..The thought the .lad stupid
B. The rarmer told the led about the goose
C. The l^d thought It was a fins bargaiiL-^^
. . ihe lad heard about the kivigs
The simpleton decided to gi-ve the gcose .to t.he k-;rig
Ql^ The simpleton met the keepers
. .-'he simpleton met the keeper of the door,..^-^
B,The keeper wanted half of the reward
C,The Simx-/3.eton met the keeper of the sta.irs
D.This keeper wanted halg of the reward ^
(^Jl.mpleton promised them' each hraf of the reward
met the king
«ihe K.'.ng liked the fine present —
B . The ki.a«^ wanted the lad to choose a reward
C The lad asked for a beating
TvThe king, ordered the beating
* «
reward belonged to the keepersyjfhe king gave a reward
.
r ^
AEvery one was amused except the keepers
king w'anted to knov^ the lad^s name
he was called C impleton
“'•The king didzi^t think the lad stux'/id
LThe king put the lad in ^charge of all the servants
Wo .oLliee^<. / 7

PRELIMINARY'TEST-NUMBER OF IDEAS PRESENTED -PUPIL NUMBER
4 E CONTROL GROUP
TKiCK
I« David tmoliQz Benny a trick for tiio r«t Parado,
{A) David Bnrji3 mrstfid Ground tli<s yard.
David blow e horn.
(C) Ui£ pet rooster marched bohlnd him.
(Vj) it first the roostor hndn^t follow^ hi®«
(2) Do.v;i.d taucht Besmy for a wook.
II Benny is taken on a truok.
(A) David waked up early to a loud nois9o
(B) David dresnsd and oama out*
\Ci ir. Huff 'ms sliding a box of chickens on his truck.
(t) Bonny wan in the box of chiokons,
(L) Davjd oal.loa,' Do not take Benny-’.
III v®vid got on -tii® truck*
(A) David said it v;as a mist ake.
(B) :.Ir. Huff couldn’t hoar David’s voice.
(C) The engino was very loud*
(Dj David didn’t have time to call his fsthor.
fiv) David must go v/ith Benny. i
IV « I.tr Huff wanted to know which chicken was the pet.
(A) Iv!i*..Kuff was surprised to see David.
(B) David told hiia that 3c.vmy war; In the truck.
(C) David told Mr. Huff that Benny v»as to be In the Parade.
(D) Mr. Huff could not toll which was Bonny.
(E) David showed him g yellow chickt;n.
V* ParjLiy did the trick.
(A) Mr. Kuff took the ycllov? rooster out of the box.
(E) David pulled ths horn out of his pocket.
(C) -i'!r. P.uff fovjid one Chicken too many.
(D) The little rooster m.archcd behind David.
{A) :.!r. Huff took Benny And David home.

FINAL TESI^ —NUMBER OF IDEAS PRESENTED
-PUPIL NTP/fBER
CONTROL GROUP 133
Tlio Simpleton psge 2Vo
I ‘llh a Sl'np ‘OS U.-1H
Ao The l7.d ivnlklriiS down the road
BoHvJ %vn3 jinsline^ coius
Co lie juiic i>li: •fa/M'.'sr
D.Hie brutherti bad sent him away
L
. The brothers thought ha was stupid
II. The lad brought a goose
loThe ohcuglit the .lad stupid
Bo The farmer told tlie ia’d about the goose
G, The fcbouglit it v;r.3 a Tino bargain
r» The lad iifiari about the kings Touse
The simpleton decided to give the goose to the k:'ng
III. The siropietoa met the keexjers
A, The simpiieton met the keeper of the door
B. The kcex)cr wanted half of the rev;ard
C.The Simpleton met the keeper of the stairs
D.This keeper wanted halt^ of the reward
I'h Simpleton t)roinised them’ each half of the reward
IV. The Simpleton met the king
A, The king liked the fine present
B, Ow’be kin.c Y<anted the lad to choose a reward
C The lad asked for a beating
DThe king ordered the beating
j^.The lad said that the rewax'd belonged to the keepers® The king gave a reward
AEvery one was amused except the keepers
B. The king wanted to know the lad’s name
C, The lad said he was called impleton
3 1upr dB.The king didn’t think the lad
EThe king put the lad in -charge of all the servants








(A) It was a
{b» The
UA Th c '
t r-a T^.r- -f*,"*










XI Ti;.^ Icax .it a at flsli.
I'iiC' Xop. S&iC: i «;t Ui^ ti^ih hXi.’.L.' t’ li\
(B) Tho fo% vhGU{3lit hovi -sooCl the rinh would tast®,
tG) He'told tho bear- t.c catch somo fish.
( Tj \ r.
'
' The boar got vc:cy hungry, '•
(The bear wanted sopjg fiah at hone. - *
XvvA loll file T/rciig; way to x-ish.
the 1'Oa told tile defer to cut a hole in the ice
•liO <
(';) He told the bear tf' giire a hard puli.
IV T.hs bi^av fishin^i in the txvct.
3
(A> The beer thar.‘<sd the fox,
(B; The or-a.''' tho'ii'.ght ,'i.t wan a hax'd way to fish.
(C) The bear cut a hole in the Ice.
(D) Till? befi,.': vacated a long time for the fiah to bite.
(U) Thf bear tri to stand up,
The bear's tail beoajiiC alicri.
I a; The water had farnod to lie.,
(B) The bear’s tail was cauglot fast.
(C) The bear beca’ne aiirry.
(0) The bear gave a h.ard strong pull.
(ri) Part of the bear’s tall stayed fast in the ice. ^
lu 0 ^Xj^<iS





^2^roin 3 ooked for the ]pot
of Gold
Ihot they \-.'culd he rich
1 to tht
:^^crct
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^I^.’he sly e-if ova^,
U. roii aokCG ika
ior tke pot of ,oia
,3,-IbE iXi elf saia S« dropped
» tack
_
®'Pom pretBuaedto looK for Ibo
tool,
n nihe elf tiu-ew’ dust
into Tom 3 eye®
L) o
tellsthc hidinr, place of the
ooUed for the Fairy Shoemaker
b.Toiii kept his eyes on the tiny
elf
^
G.Tcm ^a-a'obed the Shoemaker
elf ccAildnH mnho Tom oncozo
Torn w-oulcln’t let go of
the ®Xf
The sly kept his .promise
A. TO.T1 put B yellov. tie around the
tree
B. The sly elf prc.mised not to
touch the oj.e
CToiii v/ent home for a shovol
DTo.a tho«ii.ht life would be r.icn^
_ vcllow-ties
E.Tom fuuud ail tne trees ti-u v.i.h
.
V. Toai learned a lessen •, ^
.ATom v.-p.s earprised
B. Nobody had touched 'Tom-s tle^
CTom could not tell v;h:.cn uie nis
D.Tom cou.ld.n’t find the treasu.re^
F.’.Tom will have to do useful wor.K;

preliminary' test -NOTffiER OF IDEAS PRESENTED-PUPIL NTP.TRER /
CONTROL GROUP
I,cvcl 3
MiY I’liU K/'/J SNOT T "ases SO'i-^303
I'i 'The beyr rrxl tJly foz.
(A) It v;ai3 a vrinter a^’terrioon. . ,
(Lj ‘"•’'e aokad 'biio xo% \7liGr© li©
„iSii
(r;. fc'-; '.vaG cari'jLu;?. a strin.^ of
fc'/, vn-‘.s j?. for.
/ •: 1 ?Lg i'oz dl'inH want tli« boai'^ to ;<nov; ho hadn’t couah^-
int f 1 oh
.
II L'ii w t 'mx ai’L'Bvi .iL'jiit citb fisn*
y."' .Cup: s.ald i «;j tue hii.iti'oii
.
(B) Tho foz thouglit how good the fish would tasta,
iic‘'toM the bear t.c oatch soma fish.
' The hoar got very hungry.
(The hear wanted, some fish at home. -- .
JIT] Th.: Xb/. Loll tue vrofig way to i‘ir>h.
i > 1
\ / The f 0".*; told the bear to cut a !
(B) Ho told the. bear to put .h.I.s tai
to) He told the bear to sit for a 1
i:s} .I’ 'i •V ,«. *1
‘ •
Vr < 1. * •
• * *
.;o wait \uitxi .
(L) He told the bear tr> give a hard
IV The b '!•!&.V
.
IViUt fishing 111 the river.
(A) Th.r, bea.T than.,T<2CL the .for.
(3? TiiC ^ ;rS.v. w .'it was a hard
(C) The bear cut a hole in the ica.
(r>) Tiio bear waited a long tine for
(P) T.ht bear t-r.l"d to stand upr
V The bear’s tall bcoanid short.
(A/ iho 'wat'dr had. turaod to 1-3 ei.
(B) The bear’s tail was caught fast.
(C) The hear becane anrry.
(0) The bear gave a hard strong pull.





FINAL TEST-NUl-ffiER OF IDEAS PRESENTED
CONTROL GROUP
The Fairy Shc-c-m'iher page
.‘.60 Level o
i/.’om. Icokeo for the ^ot of
Gold
A. a'cE. ^o;i.o uet:-.53i
,.v'aL unt.^
B.Tom *aaci'.0 to ii:t
c.lf’s i^-=orot
C. ror,-, rile :a!-.c v.o
v;or,V fol-
D. Tcn. hi.ritfP for the Shoemaker
h. Tom found the Shoemaker working
in the woods
^
(l^rhe sly elf got ovay
K. a-oa aakei the :jlioemaker for
the pot of gold
Bribe sl^ elf £&id he drooped a tack
Tom preteudedto look for the tack
j)
rphe elf threw" dust into Tom’s eyes
shut his o-yec
J3T. TUe cai^'ured elf tellsthe hiding
place of the
treasui^o
A.Tom looked for the Fairy Shoemaker again
B. Tom kept his eyes on the tiny eif
C. Tom gi-nbbcd the Shoemaker
F.^TIic olf couldn’t naho Tom sncGSo
PUPIL NIPPER /
137
To.m v/ou3-dn’t let go of the olf
^I^ The sly elf kept his promise
/...Torn put a yellov. tie around the tree
3. The sly elf promised not to touch, the tie
CToiu v;e.iit home for a shovel -
DTom tho^>,nt he would be rich
_
E.Tom found all the trees tied with yellow, tie..
(^V^Toni learned a lessen • ^
ATorn v;p.s surprised i
B. Nobody had touched . onij s tie
CTom could not tell vdiich tie WevJ hit. ;
D.Tom couldn’t find the treasure
E. Tom will have to do useful wor-k
\l<i, e>^ ideas

PRELIMINARY TEST -NUMBER OF IDEAS PRESENTED-PUPIL NUT.ffiER
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP
„ 130
ITY liOUoci ... D ClJUTRY :1GU E
The city niouw'; vx:;i'. fJ the country noucft.
(A) The city vis.iteC hei’
(H) The corntry r.curt l:t\ d in a
(C) The coiintry scedr? and ulantr.,
{' ) The- country raou c {?avo the city ncuae. f^eods and pl''nto
to v:.t.
The city noune did not like the food.
I,?..' The country nonoc viaited the city
7’he nr.ty cdCXsiQ tclO r.f r.ccd food tc eat,
(B) The nice vvont tc the city,
fc) The mice ran under a hole In the floor.
(; ) They CO. e tc a raon full of :;ood soaslls.
( ) The country .moueo enjoyed the ric} food.
JIT. The country aoure liked the city.
( ) w'nivfy r.iraff v;cnt tho v.a e i\o’:e c’" the countiy eioucc.-
(1) '.'’it^Sle v/if;fiic v/ent her toil.
*C) It.c found cockier;, coke -.rid pie te cat.
( 1.) Aie thou^;;ht {?]ic ivaa silly to live i.c the country,




{•) TTie city mouse sav; tv;o roirad eyes.
(3) Jhc told the country mou e to rvin.
(C) The cit;; moU'^e jmspod into a ho.le.
Id) The country movue .jumped after her,
(I’i) The cat got some o.f ihc country mou:; la ‘-:;ail. .
The country xacuoe found it v.xxo bott<;r to liv;;: in
( i) lou must not hr slov; -ana 3:.-oky In Vir. c:ltT«
(IJ) You must bo. cuick or the c^U'. ^111 ;.at you,
(C) The zr.vntxj niouo':
-vyra? sca.Tai,
(D) .Fine food v;as r^at evor'yUiin^^.









1, The u£,ly v.'oracn v;as unkind
•’ffco v;oaaa vaa not kind to
anyone
li!ono day the lady baked a oa.>o
C /’.he thouPiht she v,as a-one
D. She heard a noise
A sbrunge man. stood vh^re
II The strange »Ann needed food
A The man asked for a
bIuc had no food since yesterday
C .The v;omf.n told
* L>.Tiie women was ouoy o.u.-.uc..
E. The strange nan v/aitea
III. The woman kept the cr.kes Tor
herself
A. The first cake looked .
B. She baked a s/naller
foi ^hc ..a
!fi!'?a^If;=%brb«ta v;ts too bis
thoueht tho CE^kes toe wonaerfu.
gifo?S|Sa“bih /Se.i' “i-oke her rmller^
D.ile sto.-i>i>ea neain ana wings , j.gy eprcn.areso
B '^ho haa red feathers
fo- s o?I-sno





PRELIMINARY '.TEST-NUMBER OF IDEAS PRESENTED-PUPIL NUMBER
CONTROL GROUP
.C,TT •D Tit - CGUNTRy
Tile city "icu tLe coiuitry riouc®*
(.i) "I’hc city .TiOU'-o -v;i tilted bei* fri.dnd.
(B) The country ricurt- l:iv d in a nest.
[0] The courxiiy .<tor.t^c -.tc ncedo and plants.
(r) The country riou o gave the city i.icuse seeds and pl-^nts
tc cat.
“
(L) The city novse did not liice the food.
11. The oountr.y rior\ae visited the city
('. } The city ^ioi.re’ told cf y,ccd food, tc eat,
•(B) The )?iice to the city,
{C) The ni5.co ran luad.er a hole in the floor,
(o) They Qu e tc a r^O'i full of “ood 3:aells.
{ ) The coimtry mouse cn .payed the rich food.
f'-}
country mouse lilrcd the cit.y,
^nivfy snuff went the V7. e nc -.e o’'‘ the c-ountry :;iou:.e.
v/igpjlc Vierit her tali.
the found cockles, cake \\i6 pie te cat,
the thou,^ht she v;ac si? iy to live la -he country.i^
3he vas n-'-ver goin.£; beck to the country.
XV. The cot come,
( ) The city mouse sav; tvvc round eyes.
(B) Jhc told the country mou e to riui.
(0) The c5.t:; mouGe jumprei into a hole.
{i}] The country mcuce .jupped after her.
;'•) Tiie cat got sone of the country meue f *JL JL I
V. The country mouae found :lt was bett<5r to iivc 111
( ) i ou must not bo slo’.v -mi poky in the city.,
(B) You must bo rjuic!' cr the cat -jiill &at
|C) The ocuntry mouee vvs"? scs.rei..
(D) Fine food was net crything.
It is better to .l.i.vc a ‘th'ie
country
1
FINAL TEST-NU1*!BER OF IDEAS PRESENTED-
CONTROL GROUP
The yixDt Vcoc:: coAcr’ Level I
The ugly Vi'cnir^n unkind
^^Tb.e. vvciaen vas not hfnd to •;nyone^
B. One day the lady baked a cskc j.——
-
C. She thoucht ahe v.'asj^one
D. She heard a noiso ^
A stxan,s,a. laan stood there
(^Thc stranc" JtrLan needed food
"..The ir.an- asked fox' a bite of cake
B. IIc had no food since yesterday
C. The woman told hira to wait
<f?.Tiie ;vomnn was bosy b 3 king
E. The strange man v/aited
II T. The woman kept, the cakes for herself
'•.The first cske looked large
B-lhe baked a smeller caka for the man
C.The second cake too Mg,
'’’he third cake she baked v.es too big
k'.Shc thought the cakes too. v.'cndorful
PUPIL NUMBER
‘ik
mm t.e ^ bn-d
E The v-'cman must v;ork hard on the forest
ciHe 3t«tpE4 hiu tooi. t= Her e-mller
D.Ue stamped again end wings grew _ _
L.The third time he. ctnmpeu , ho cnaiif.eu he. a^.ro.-, ii
and cn p into feathers.
V. The wor.an teoame a
'
.'''Uie had Yxoman changed, into a hi id ^
-v
D. She 'had red feathers fo-^ 3 capand
whioe .oaohors for
apron^^
flew off into the forest cryin-^ "-uec,
nuec,-:j
r.The woodpecker lived in the forest nf t^e^s








































OF IDEAS PRESENTED -PUPIL NTJifepR--
EXPERBMTAL GROUP
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Ti^THc and the hcid a ;vond©rfy.l
-
^^\.Th© girl and her motlie-r lived Xu a we© hou^e,
B.Th'jy had aothlng to ©at but porridge
CoTh© magic pot alv^aj^s gave porridge .
D Thev said, ’’Little Pot , boil'* and the pot
boiled.
K/.hok the mother aaid Little :;-ot, stop” the pot stopped
bo-2, t
boiling .
(iT^Thc rich man hoard about the pot ..
A. ThG rich man lived in a fin® houst
B.The man hed vsry much money
_ - .ii9-r J ^ jw
C.Ke heard the woman say”Littlo
L.Ho loolicd in the vjindov/ ,
LJIc sav/ the pot boil .
ot,boil” .
\
III. The rich man stole the magic pot .
The rich man could buy everything that he ?;anteu,
B*The man wanted tii© pot for his own .
ciThs man watched the .'lotlier anc girl leave the house .
Do The mother and girl for v;aod for the fire .
E.Thc rich man rnn to the house •
IV, The magic pot ivon’t stop bciiihg.'
A. The mo.n told the pot to boil .
B. Ths pot v/as full of rich porridge .
C.The pot went on boiling' •
D. The porridge ran over the pot.
E.The porridge ran on to the' floor .
V.Th® rich man returnod the raagic pot •
•'..Someone .must maicc the pot stop boiling .
U.The ,rich man callec for help
.
C. Th© mother and girl came home •
D.Th® mother said, ’’Little lot ,otop” ,




PRELIMINARY TEST -NUTffiER OF IDEAS PRESENTED iPUPIL NUTvfBER
CONTROL GROUP
Level I T::iTTLP l-*UOP
TALKS
ittle euo:.- triea t;; .tfilK Ha a
kitten.
Li ‘.tie duck Gr.ay Kitten
fpN'ffAiv Gray Kitten ^
(C)UtUo nLi. ttougJit it WE3 a p.vatty v.ny to
(D'Uo could only sey ^^ac!<. ^
(siThut -r,cs not u pretty v.'ay for a duck
to ..aj-k.
13 Little reck tried to talk like,
a Lon..
Liktlii Odok Tict 13rov- .11 Hen
(b)Gluok, Gldok. -sn-W Bro'»*fn Hen.
(C)D«aK- tilorEkt '.it v:ac a pretty
*ay to talk.
)Hc could to talk.(EVCLdt -not a pP'-au^ -vdj,
III ‘tr'icl to
^ roo...-n.
Luck iaet a Baby Rob.(.i
Isiflep t!.e rooin
1C) Luck r. vas a
prett,, n--.
lr)Hc; could only say .
(E)That- vias not a crct^ty .r^y
to
t,ec-«jar.„!js eeuld .tot talk
UlFiias '-v'rcH erfiUitfw =.tw
I -, r, 'M.'V C CU 1UO1 0 y C lU 0 K
jOlUOiC.
.
lptLrL;ePucr- oLulKnot^m f«ep. - «*?-
.
5uok tried. to ttlk like
a mok
(’.'.ire. Luck' o-rid V'deH/alco.. „,g..y v;ay to t^l*^ „
(B)I.ltti.^ luc. tUcusL- xt^..^s - little -uck ^
(ciriy i •'uack .^''nnek ,very v/oll
E Little LUCK r-aic
.>ac.k< ai-x

FINAL TEST NUMBER OF IDEAS PRESENTED
CONTROL GROUP




)Thc mother ana the girl bad a wonderful porridge pot .
i,Tho girl s.ad her mother lived l>i. a wea house,
n.Thoy had nothing to eat hut porrldga «
C.Th® magic pot always gave porridge ,
DoThay said, "Little Pot , boil' and the pot boiled.
E.'.hen the mother said V Littl® ?ot,stop"the pot stopped bo33. h
boiling .
^I^he rich man hoard about the pot .
^ywThc rich man lived in a fine houst:
B.Th© man hod vary much money ,
^ O.Hg heard the' v;onio.n say"Littlo r
D.Ks looked in the windo'v




/^IlJ'Phc rich man stole the magic pot
V ^ip
B*,Th®
C,Ths man Vvatched the .lother and girl leave the houso
Do The mother and girl wont for wood for the fire .
35 .The rich man ron'^to the houso .
s in i cxi axi u x \<iie gj.0 o .
:^Th0 rich man could buy everything that
.Tho man wanted the pot for his ov.ia
rv.Thc nogic pot won’t stop boiling,
A.The man told the pot boil .
B. Th© pet was full of rfch porridge
.
C.The pot v;eat on boiling' .
D. Thc porriclgo ran over the pot.
E.The porridge ran on to the floor
.
V.The rich man returned the magic pot
a.Somaone must make the pot stop boiling
i^The ,rich man calieu for help












Sample of Oral Recall Chart Used by Experimental Group
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and Spelling". Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston
University,, 1936.
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Vol. XIII, pp. 11-^1 . January 1926.
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, pp. 45-50. September 1938.
*
10.
Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities .
World Book Company, 1940.
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and Written Recall". Unpublished Master's Thesis,
Boston University, 1943.
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, pp. 517-525. December 1920.
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19. Haig, A. F. "Testing for Power to Organize Thought”.
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of Skimming in the Intermediate Grades”. Unpublished
Master’s Thesis, Boston University, 1938.
I
24. Klinberge, 0. Social Psychology , Chapter III, pp. 42. ||
Henry Holt Company.
25. Laird, D. A., Remmers, H. and Peterson, L. J. "An Experi-
,
mental Study of the Influences of Organization of MateriaLs^
for Memorization Upon Its Retention”. Journal Experi -
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Vol. VI, pp. 69-81, 1923.
26. Lipmann, 0. "Pedagogical Psychology of Report". Journal
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, pp. 253-261, 3, 1911.
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No. 36, 1926.
29. McKee, P. ”Teaching Language in Elementary School”.
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Houghton Mifflin Company, 1948.
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33. Painter, M. "Oral Emphasis in English Classes”. English
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University, 1943.
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1934.
36. Salisbury, R. "A Study of the Transfer Effects of
Training in Logical Organization". Journal of Educational
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, Vol. 28, pp. 241-254. December 1934.
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R. E. "Fluency in Oral Expression". Unpublished
Master*s Thesis, Boston University, 1934.
39. Whipple, G. M., Curtis. J. W. "Preliminary Investigation
of Skimming in Reading". Journal of Educational Psychologi
Vol. VIII, pp. 333-349, 19l^T
40. Woodworth, R. S. "The Influence on Retention of Conditions
Favoring Quickness of Learning". Jnl. Phil ., Vol. XII,
pp. 240, 1915#
41. Yoakam, G. A. "The Effect of a Single Reading". Social
Education
, p. 403. September 1937.
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